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FX Major Traded Pairs Summary:
US Dollar Index 4hr Chart:

Comment: After the Brexit result any other week will look very quiet. In fact next week is a quiet one! The
biggest stories come toward the end of the week on Friday with China in our early morning announcing
Manufacturing numbers.
US Dollar index hit bullish highs briefly before coming off. (see chart top right) Brexit may give it the
ammunition to go higher over the coming weeks. JPY on the Brexit decision got stronger still and the GBP
weakened to its lowest levels since 1985 in a dramatic Fridays trading. Most of the other majors remained
pretty neutral in comparison. This theme could run on for a while.

FX Majors Currency Strength:

Weak

GBP,

AUD,

Neutral

CAD, CHF,
EUR,

How to use: Data is based off weekly
and daily currency strength quantitative
analysis to present a ‘feel’ for the longer
term sentiment, strength and weakness
levels in the major currencies.

Strong

NZD, USD,

JPY,

Currency Strength Analysis:
GBP weakening further off of Brexit decision. USD strengthening . JPY strong getting stronger. NZD picking
up some longer term strength from neutrality. Most other majors neutral.

FX Majors Charts:
Charts of interest this week – the longer term view: Weekly GBPJPY:

GBPJPY: It has been the pair to put together for months now. GBP the weakest, JPY the strongest. Brexit
has only accentuated this strength / weakness theme which may continue into the short term future. The
pair was down nearly 14% at one point Friday! It has consolidated just above the Fibonacci 147 level but
has a next downside to 136.

FX Emerging Markets:

Comment: Brexit has thrown the cat amongst the pigeons in the EM space. The decision massively
strengthened the USD going against the recent trend. EM equity markets also weakened on the
contagion effect the Brexit event could have around the globe. This has left most pairs in neutral
territory with no real stand out trades. BRL, RUB, SGD are the bearish picks to focus on..

FX Emerging Markets Chart of the week: RUB

Comment: RUB – the Russian Rouble to continue strengthening versus the USD? Conditions on the
technical side look bearish. Fundamentally Russian economics remain poor. Target in the longer term to
the downside: 60.78 on the Fibonaccis..

FX EM Driver Charts: GSCI, USD Index, MSCI Index:

FX Big Impact News:
About Economic
News:
Each week major
economic news comes
out from around the
globe that can have a
serious impact on the
currency markets.
The most important
news (in our opinion)
is listed here…………..

Index Watch: UK FTSE 100 & US S&P500:
S&P500 Same story: stuck at highs around 2100. Momentum
and sentiment turning neutral? Brexit decision may have
something to say on helping S&P determine future direction!

UK FTSE off > 7% on Brexit early Friday. Will remain
volatile until things sort themselves out. Downside ST
5700’s?

Index Watch: Far East – Nikkei 225 & Hang Seng
Nikkei 225 Kagi broken the 15000 key area – much more of a
bearish technical outlook to it?

Hang Seng Kagi Longer term trend still down: tightening
range with ST bullish correction feel?

Index Watch: US Market Sentiment Dashboard:
General Sentiment: Neutral

VIX (CBOE Volatility Index):
The fear gauge. Levels
edging up indicating a
possible swing to
bearishness for the S&P 500
Index?

(>30 = investor
fear/uncertainty & <20 =
less stressful markets)

US & UK Short Lists:

United Therapeutics Corp: (Weekly chart)

Financials Economic Sector: (Weekly chart)
Bearish divergence in short term?

Strong sectors: Passenger Transportation, Household Goods, Automobile & Auto Parts, Food & Drug
Retailing, Beverages, Multiline Utilities.
Weak Sectors: Holding Companies, Coal, Bio Technology, Renewables, Coal,

US & UK Short Lists: Pre-sorted Long
Below, you’ll find the pre-filtered technical and fundamental stock ideas list for long trades
before they go into the ‘final’ list.

US & UK Short Lists: Pre-sorted Short
Below, you’ll find the pre-filtered technical and fundamental stock ideas list for short trades
before they go into the ‘final’ list.

Commodities To Watch:
The below trend direction analysis is based on an assessment of the daily technicals. Use more detailed technical analysis e.g.
indicators, support and resistance, sentiment: COT, Open Interest etc. for possible trade entry, exits and stops.
Bullish Opportunities:

Not behaving as it should:

Gold & Silver. Brexit result creates
insecurity and investors turn to these
two. Fundamentals and technicals also
on their side.

WTI: fundamentally bearish. Should
be lower - politics see’s it bullish.
Watch for swings in prices. Price $48$50 resistance zone. Look for breaks
above or below in the short term.

Comment:
Brexit has had a serious impact across commodities: Softs,
Ag’s, Metals, Energy. Gold is up from insecurity buying, GBP
down and USD up making exports from US more expensive.
Over supply still remains and is keeping down ward pressure
on the complex.
In general prices have pulled back from the recent mini bull
run the complex had driven by oversupply and a recovery in
the price of oil.

Bearish Opportunities:

Gold: reaction to Brexit (4hr chart)

Crude WTI Brent Spread:
The Crude WTI Brent spread trade plays the differential between the two similar crudes. The strategy looks for changes in the
spread either for breakouts or reversals. Current

level: -1.09 (Last week -0.91)

COT And Seasonality Hot list:

Disclaimer:
All rights reserved. This document may not be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval
system in part or in whole without the express written permission of The Stop Hunter Ltd; except
where permitted by law.
This document is intended solely for use by the individual recipient (Traders Club Member). It may not
be reproduced or distributed for corporate purposes or personal gain without the express written
permission of The Stop Hunter Ltd.
Commentaries, information and other materials contained in any part of this document are purely
educational in nature and are not intended to amount to advice on which reliance should be placed.
They should not be relied upon for the purpose of effecting securities transactions or other investing
strategies, nor should they be construed as an offer or solicitation of an offer to sell or buy any security.
We therefore disclaim all liability and responsibility arising from any reliance placed on any information
displayed in this document (including without limitation liability and responsibility for any investment
decision made), or by anyone who may be informed of any of its contents.
Trading and investing involves a very high degree of risk. Past results are not indicative of future returns
and financial instruments can go down as well as up resulting in you receiving less than you invested.
Do not assume that any recommendations, insights, charts, theories, or philosophies will ensure
profitable investment.

